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Rehersal For The Demo
Project Notes
Rehersal For the Demo consists of five audio recordings of the chant rehearsal held in preparation
for the demonstration at the Rackowiecka prison in Warsaw on the 2nd July 2016. The
demonstration was organized in solidarity with the three Warsaw anarchists arrested on the night
of May 23rd on charges of an alleged arson attempt of a police vehicle.
The rehearsals were necessary, in order to practice and prepare the chants for the performance on
the day of the demonstration. The chants needed to be extraordinarily loud to be heard by the three
anarchists inside the prison. Voices and sound have the power to connect people from a great
distance and in return make them feel closer to each other. Passing over borders, moving beyond
walls, sound connects the inside with the outside.
The chants
Here is a short description of how the chants came into being. The text is based on the
conversations that I had with the rehearsal participants.
•

01 Siamo Tutte Terroriste [We Are All Terrorists]
The rhythm of this song has been elaborated from a football chant of the ultras group Brescia 1911
which does like NOI VOGLIAMO QUESTA VITTORIA! (1.1). We all liked the chant but we
found it a bit too dry and straight, with no suspension, maybe a bit too affirmative. So somebody
from the group proposed to change it. At that point the rhythm turned into SIAMO TUTTE
TERRORISTE (1.2). This version is much more fluid and circular. We also decided to use the
feminine gender ‘terroriste’ rather than the masculine ‘terroristi’ in order to play a bit with
stereotypes of (football) extremism.
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02 What Do We Want?
This is a very popular slogan. The leading voice calls out WHAT DO WE WANT? (2.1) and the
group responds saying what they really want. The response can be "climate justice" or "stop
repression". Our response was SET THEM FREE! (2.1). After the first, there's a second call
WHEN DO WE WANT IT? (2.2) and the group responds NOW! (2.4). We have heard this call and
response many times in demonstrations outside Poland; it's more popular in the west than here. It's
uncommon to hear English slogans in demostrations in Poland.
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03 Power To The People
Somebody from the group had been taught this chant at Ende Gelände1 in Germay. Four thousand
people organized a blockade at a coal mine to stop coal extraction. While one part of the group
entered the excavation site, another group occupied the railway tracks that operate as
transportation for the coal. We physically sat on it. We spent one day there all together under the
rain, and the sun… singing became one of our main activities. The chant is structured as a two
times repetition of the same line, with the group doubling the main voice. When we heard it in
Germany there were no drums. Our current version includes drumming. It is actually an upgrade.
POWER TO THE PEOPLE! (3.1) PEOPLE GET THE POWER! (3.1) CAN YOU REALLY FEEL
IT? (3.1) ITS' GROWING EVERY HOUR! (3.1) POWER! (3.2) POWER! (3.2) POWER! (3.2)
POWER! (3.2)
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04 Solidarność Naszą Bronią [Solidarity is our strenght]
Here's the classic one, SOLIDARNOŚĆ NASZĄ BRONIĄ (4.1). It's one of the most known slogan
in Poland. It means SOLIDARITY IS OUR STRENGHT. Everybody knows it. I wonder if it
comes from the catholic workers' union Solidarność that was big in the 80's... Ronald Raegan
financied their activities. There’s a statue of Ronal Reagan here in Warsaw. It's just in front of the
U.S. Embassy. Embarrassing...
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05 Nie Jesteście Sami [You are not alone]
The lyrics of this chant were created specifically for the occasion of the demonstration. We sent an
email around asking the group what they wanted to sing. We received different sentences and tried
to combine them together on the rhythm.
The rhythm actually comes from the metrical construction of the sentences. When the lyrics were
ready, we sent them out to the group. Just by reading the lyrics everybody got the same rhythm in
mind. People felt instantly how the rhythm was like. NIE JESTEŚCIE SAMI (5.1) JESTEŚMY Z
WAMI (5.2) WSZYSTKIE JESTEŚMY (5.3) TERRORYSTAMI (5.4) ANI ANARCHISTA (5.5)
ANI ROWERZYSTA (5.6) PAŃSTWO POLSKIE TO PRAWDZIWY TERRORYSTA! (5.7)
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An international action for climate justice. See more here: https://www.ende-gelaende.org/en/

The first part of the lyrics means: YOU ARE NOT ALONE. WE ARE WITH YOU. WE ARE
ALL TERRORISTS. The second part means: IT'S NOT THE ANARCHISTS. IT'S NOT THE
CYCLISTS. POLISH STATE IS THE REAL TERRORIST. The reason why we mention cyclists
is related to what minister Witold Waszczykowski said in an interview in a German magazine. He
accused cyclists and vegetarians of being against traditional Polish values2. Everybody in Poland
knows about this interview and our chant wants to poke fun of that statement. If you search for
‘polish minister talks about cyclists and vegetarians’ you can find it.
Extra Notes
Here are other extracts from the debriefing session after the demonstration.
I hope they heard us.
Some of them should have heard us.
There was a man who came to me and said: “You know, I've spent quite some time in that prison
and I tell you I could heard. I could hear the noise from the street. You can be sure that somebody
of your friends there can hear you now”.
If I just think about them locked inside receiving something from us outside... Our voices passing
through the walls.
The important thing about chanting is that you actually feel together wtih all the others.
Everybody participates and can feel like “one” with the group.
It is very difficult to movitate people and get them participating to demonstrations.
In Poland demonstrations and pickets are very silent. If people have to shout out slogans or sing
they think: “ok, i'm gonna do it one time, maybe two times, but I'm not gonna participate more
than that. I won't make an idiot of myself in front of all the others”. There’s a certain fear that
comes with self expression and raising your own voice. It might be related to all the years of
communist regime we endured. If you try to raise up, they tear you down.
If you don't use your voice you are not really there.
It doesn't matter if you have a big sound system. You can be very loud with the sound system but if
you don't use your voice you are not giving anything of yourself, you are not adding anything to
the situation.
It's too easy to use the sound system.
The voice is what counts the most.
Warsaw, July 2016
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During an interview with the german tabloid Bild, minister Waszczykowski claimed that the Polish Government just
want to "heal certain diseases" in the country. The Foreign Minister then elaborated on his point by adding: "The
previous government implemented a left-wing concept, as if the world had to move using a Marxist model in only one
direction: towards a mixture of cultures and races, a world of cyclists and vegetarians, who only use renewable
energy sources and combat all forms of religion. This has nothing in common with traditional Polish values. This is
against what most Poles have at heart: tradition, historical consciousness, love of the country, faith in God and a
normal family life run by a man and a woman."

